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MORE DEVASTATION IN KRUPPS WORKS

It is now known that when Bomber Command attacked Essen for the

second time within a week (in the 1000 ton raid on the night of March 12)
Krupps armament and engineering works were again heavily damaged.

In the March 12 attack, 34 shops in Krupps were affected, 13 of

them severely, by cur concentrated bombing.

Great destruction was done in the northern section of the works

which was comparatively little damaged in the earlier raid on the night
of March 5. It is in this part of the factory that locomotives and

rolling stock are made, and owing to the acute shortage of rolling stock

on the continent, the new damage is certainly a heavy blow to the enemy’s

war potential.

The vast locomotive building shop, the roof, of which showed only

slight damage after the raid of march 5, is now severely damaged by

fire over its whole area. When photographed at 3 p.M. on March 13»
18 hours after bombing, it was still on fire.

The rolling stock shop, untouched in the earlier raid, is now totally

destroyed, and on March 13 was burning even more fiercely than the

locomotive shop. Heavy black smoke, mixed with the white, indicated an

oil fire in the building.

The locomotive tenders shop has also been most severely damaged by

fire. In the same section of the works, 'wire-rolling mills, a machine

shop, probably engaged in the manufacture of guns and howitzers, have

again been heavily damaged.

Among important shops in the central and southern section of Krupps

which were hit in the second attack were two foundries, a forge, two

■machine shops, a sheet-rolling mill, two press shops, the brass
press shop,

the billet rolling mill, the main administration building, a boiler house,
a vehicle building shop, and a wheel axles shop.

Outside the 800 acres occupied by the Krupps works in the centre of

Essen - an area larger than the combined acreage of Hyde park, Kensington

Gardens, Green Park and St, James' s park -there is much new damage to

industrial buildings, houses and huts.

A factory still under construction, has load its main building damaged

by fire and several sheds burned out. Pithead buildings in two collieries

have been damaged, A zinc and sulphuric acid factory' has been hit, and

hits on the railway line between Essen and Oberhausen have cut the tracks

and damaged platform buildings and sheds at the Bergborbeck station.
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